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Baby Blue Whale

Lesson
Objective

Students will learn about how baby blue whales grow, eat, and
breathe like their parents.

Content
Knowledge

Animals have a life cycle and traits like their parents.

1 Build Background

Lesson Preparation
Reproduce and distribute to each student one
copy of the dictionary page (p. 15), the student
text (p. 16), and the activity pages (pp. 17–21).

Explain to students that baby animals
have many different names. For example,
the name for a baby cow, elephant,
giraffe, or whale is calf. Explain that baby
animals grow up to look and act the
same as their parents.

Learn

1

Build Background

2

Introduce the Vocabulary
Dictionary

3

Read the Texts
Baby Blue Whale
Teacher’s Complex Text

2 Introduce the Vocabulary
Content Vocabulary Point to each
pictured word. Read the word aloud
and have students echo you. Then have
them write the word on the line. Explain
phonetic structures that are unfamiliar
to students. Point out the silent letters in
calf and comb. Discuss word meanings as
needed.

Analyze

4

Reading Comprehension Activities
I Read and Understand
I Read Closely

5

Close Reading Activity
Oral Discussion Questions

6

Vocabulary Activity
Words I Know

Words to Know Point to each word and

read it aloud. Have students echo you.
Point out the following:

• The letters ea in breath have a short
sound: /ĕ/.
• The letters ea in breathe have a long
sound: /eˉ/.

Write

7

CCSS:

12
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• A mist is made up of tiny water
droplets floating in air.

Writing Activities
I Can Write
What I Learned

RIT

2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.6, 2.7

• The word surface is a multiplemeaning word. In this text, surface
means “the top of the ocean water
where there is air to breathe.”

W

2.2, 2.8

SL

2.2
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3 Read the Texts
Student Text Guide students in reading

the text together aloud. Then have them
retell the main idea and give details they
learned about whales from the text.

Oral Discussion Questions
1. Why did the author write this text?
(It was written to tell facts about baby blue
whales.) Make a blue dot next to your
favorite fact about baby blue whales.

Teacher’s Complex Text Have students

look at the picture in their text and listen
as you read aloud the Teacher’s Complex
Text on page 14. Say: Look at the picture
and listen as I read more information about
the baby blue whale.

4 Reading Comprehension Activities
Guide students through completing the
activities on pages 17 and 18. Encourage
them to look at their text to find
information.

5 Close Reading Activity
Oral Discussion Use the Oral Discussion

Questions on the right to guide students in
a discussion about what they have read and
heard. Before you begin, make sure each
student has colored pencils and his or her
text.
Begin by reading aloud a question. Then
have students answer the question and
mark the answer in their text.

2. What facts explain how a baby blue
whale grows, breathes, and eats like
its parents? (They are very large; they
grow fast; they breathe air; they eat
krill.) Draw a green line under the key
words that tell about these traits.
3. How does a blue whale’s baleen work?
Explain how a blue whale eats. (The
whale takes a huge gulp of water. The baleen
lets the water escape, but keeps the krill for
the whale to eat.) Make a red X next to
the paragraph that tells about baleen.
4. Look at the picture in your text. Why
does the mother blue whale push her
calf up to the surface of the water after
it is born? (The mother whale pushes her
calf up to the surface so that it can get its first
breath of air; it needs to breathe air.) Draw
a purple line under the key words that
tell about this.

6 Vocabulary Activity
Review the vocabulary on the Dictionary
page. Then guide students through the
Words I Know activity.

7 Writing Activities
Guide students through the first writing
activity, I Can Write. Then have them read
aloud their facts and discuss their pictures
with a partner. Discuss the writing prompt
on the second writing page, What I Learned.
As an informal assessment of students’
understanding of the topic, have them write
their paragraphs independently.
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5. Put your finger on a word that you
didn’t know. (E.g., krill) Draw a yellow
line under the word. What clues in the
text helped you figure out what the
word means? (Answers will vary.)
6. Adult blue whales are about 100 feet
long. Tell what the author compared
the blue whale’s size to. (Adult blue whales
are about as long as three school buses.)
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Science
Teacher’s Complex Text

Baby Blue Whale
The largest baby animal in the world is the baby blue
whale. Another name for a baby whale is a calf. A blue
whale calf can weigh up to three tons when it is born.
Whales are mammals, which means they are warmblooded and breathe air. Like all mammals, a whale calf
drinks its mother’s milk. The milk is very rich in fat. In its
first year, the baby blue whale grows 200 pounds a day.
Wow! It is the fastest-growing animal baby on Earth.

SCIENCE

Name:

Baby Blue Whale

Baby Blue Whale
The largest baby animal
in the world is the baby blue
whale. A blue whale calf can
weigh up to three tons when
it is born. Whales are
mammals. Like all mammals,
the blue whale calf drinks its
mother’s milk. The milk is very
rich in fat. In its first year, the
baby blue whale grows 200
pounds a day. Wow!
When it is born, the mother blue whale pushes her calf
to the ocean’s surface for its first breath. Just like its mother,
it needs to breathe air. Then every few minutes, it swims to
the surface to breathe. At the surface, the calf breathes out.
It blows misty air out through two blowholes on top of its
head. The mist sprays high into the air! Then the calf takes
in more air through its blowholes.
The whale calf starts to eat food when it is about six
months old. Just like its mother, it eats tiny shrimp-like
animals called krill. Blue whales have layers of baleen
instead of teeth. Baleen is made of the same stuff as
fingernails. It is like a big comb. The whale takes a huge
gulp of ocean water. The baleen lets the water out, but
not the krill.

When it is born, the mother guides the calf to take its
first breath. She pushes her baby to the surface of the water.
Just like its mother, the baby whale needs to breathe air.
Because it cannot breathe underwater, it must swim to the
student text, pg. 16
surface every few minutes. The blue whale calf has two
blowholes on the top of its head, instead of nostrils, for breathing. It blows out misty
air through the blowholes. The mist sprays high into the air! Then the calf takes in
fresh air.
Adult blue whales can be up to 100 feet long. That is
about as long as three school buses! Adult blue whales are
the largest animals in the world.

16
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The blue whale calf starts to eat food when it is about six months old. This huge
animal eats tiny shrimp-like animals called krill. This is the same food its mother
eats. Whales eat tons of krill every day. Blue whales have large layers of baleen instead
of teeth. Baleen is the same material as human fingernails. It is like a big comb. The
whale takes a huge gulp of water. The baleen lets the water escape but keeps the krill
inside to be eaten.
The baby blue whale will grow up to be the largest animal in the world. Blue
whales are larger than even the largest dinosaurs that once walked the earth. They can
measure up to 100 feet long. That is about as long as three school buses. Blue whales
are not only the largest, but also the loudest, animals on earth. Scientists think blue
whales can hear each other from a thousand miles away. Someday the baby blue whale
will be grown. As it glides through the oceans, will it sing out to its mother from a far
distance? For now, we can only wonder.
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SCIENCE

Name:

Baby Blue Whale

Dictionary
Look at the picture. Read the word.
Write the word on the line.
Content Vocabulary

baleen

blowholes

calf

comb

krill

surface

Words to Know

adult

breath

breathe

fingernails

layers

mammal

mist

ocean

pounds

shrimp

weigh
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SCIENCE

Name:

Baby Blue Whale

Baby Blue Whale
The largest baby animal
in the world is the baby blue
whale. A blue whale calf can
weigh up to three tons when
it is born. Whales are
mammals. Like all mammals,
the blue whale calf drinks its
mother’s milk. The milk is very
rich in fat. In its first year, the
baby blue whale grows 200
pounds a day. Wow!
When it is born, the mother blue whale pushes her calf
to the ocean’s surface for its first breath. Just like its mother,
it needs to breathe air. Then every few minutes, it swims to
the surface to breathe. At the surface, the calf breathes out.
It blows misty air out through two blowholes on top of its
head. The mist sprays high into the air! Then the calf takes
in more air through its blowholes.
The whale calf starts to eat food when it is about six
months old. Just like its mother, it eats tiny shrimp-like
animals called krill. Blue whales have layers of baleen
instead of teeth. Baleen is made of the same stuff as
fingernails. It is like a big comb. The whale takes a huge
gulp of ocean water. The baleen lets the water out, but
not the krill.
Adult blue whales can be up to 100 feet long. That is
about as long as three school buses! Adult blue whales are
the largest animals in the world.
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SCIENCE

Name:

Baby Blue Whale

I Read and Understand
Read and answer.
1. A baby blue whale grows

.

 200 pounds a day
 200 pounds a month
 200 pounds a year
2. A blue whale has two

.

 teeth
 school buses
 blowholes
3. All mammals

.

 can swim fast
 are very large
 drink their mother’s milk
4. A blue whale calf eats and breathes

.

 underwater
 like its mother
 like a fish
5. The world’s largest baby animal is a

.

 shrimp
 blue whale
 baleen

© Evan-Moor Corp. • EMC 3202 • Reading Informational Text
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SCIENCE

Name:

Baby Blue Whale

I Read Closely
Read the text closely.
Finish the sentence with the words used in the text.
1. When the calf breathes out, the mist

2. It eats tiny

3. Blue whales have layers of

4. Adult blue whales are about as long as

18
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SCIENCE

Name:

Baby Blue Whale

Words I Know
Read and answer.
1. A

sprays from a whale’s blowholes.

 mist
 krill
 baleen
2. Krill are like tiny

.

 minutes
 shrimp
 sprays
3. A blue whale has

instead of teeth.

 baleen
 pounds
 largest
to get air.

4. A blue whale swims to the

 comb
 breath
 surface
.

5. Blue whales have two

 pounds
 blowholes
 fingernails
6. The blue whale eats

.

 krill
 baleen
 mammals
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SCIENCE

Name:

Baby Blue Whale

I Can Write
Choose one topic. Write three facts about baby blue whales.
Topics

its size

how it eats

how it breathes

1.

2.

3.

Draw a picture to show how a blue whale calf is like its parents.

20
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Name:

SCIENCE
Baby Blue Whale

What I Learned
Write a paragraph that tells about baby blue whales.
Use the facts from your I Can Write page.
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